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Rand note: rand remains around R16.50/USD, with little upside reflected yet by the 
reforms outlined in the President's speech as markets fear higher debt projections in 
the MTBPS and rating downgrades  

  
 

 

 

  
 

   

   
 

 

  
   

•   The rand continues to average close to R16.50/USD this quarter so far (at an average of 
R16.57/USD currently), but, with the quarter only having started, there are a number of 
upcoming events which could drive volatility both globally and locally. 

•   The rand did not see much movement on last week’s Economic Reconstruction and 
Recovery Plan (ERRP), with markets preferring to mark time and adopt a wait and see 



approach, having been disappointed on the delivery of SA’s numerous plans and policies 
in the past decade. 

•   While the Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan will likely be viewed positively by 
the credit rating agencies, they too have been repeatedly disappointed by insufficient 
delivery, and plans on their own are insufficient to change the perceived creditworthiness 
of SA.   

•   Moody’s, Fitch and S&P primarily assess SA on its ability to repay its debt, and both rising 
borrowings, and rising projections of borrowings, are seen to weaken this ability, with SA 
already issuing over R2bn a day in government debt.  

•   While faster GDP growth can lift government revenues and so aid in limiting the amount 
that is borrowed, as can materially increased efficiencies at SARS, the former is unlikely 
this year and the substantial number of vacancies at SARS does not indicate the latter will 
occur soon. 

•   The ERRP has already seen a significant amount of work done, and a number of factors 
partially achieved or in process which increases its likelihood of success, but not yet an 
ability to prevent downgrades. Near term debt stabilisation below 90% of GDP is still 
needed. 

•  In contrast, lifting the planned stabilisation point for SA’s debt trajectory even higher (with 
the MTBPS now expected on 28th October at 2pm) to potentially 100% of GDP, instead of 
87.4%, will add to substantial pressure for further marked downgrades of SA’s credit 
ratings. 

•   The rating agencies would not view such a planned deterioration in SA’s debt metrics as 
being outweighed by the ERRP’s plans to stimulate economic growth, repair SA’s 
fundamentals and reduce unemployment. Instead plans for fiscal consolidation, not 
slippage, are key. 

•   The rand would likely depreciate markedly on shifting to a debt peak of 100% of GDP. A 
100% of GDP, or higher, is not deemed at all sustainable for an emerging market, and SA 
will be viewed no differently. The rise in borrowing costs also reduces debt sustainability.   

 

  
 

  



 

 

  
 

   

  



•   South Africa has been more consistent in raising and achieving its higher debt projections, 
and then exceeding these expectations, than it has been in achieving planned higher 
growth, revenue collection or substantially reducing unemployment in the past decade.  

•   SA has already fallen into an unsustainable debt position, its borrowing costs are elevated, 
and its yield curve is steep, with the short end of the yield curve anchored by low money 
market rates (the repo rate is at historic lows) and the mid to long-end has risen 
substantially. 

•   This steepening in the yield curve reflects higher borrowing costs of longer dated paper 
and perceived creditworthiness of SA’s current borrowings. The deteriorated fiscal metrics 
already worry domestic and foreign investors on the lack of fiscal consolidation to date. 

•   Instead of raising the borrowing trajectory, there is a need for a lower debt trajectory. A 
zero based budget cancelling and reducing previously planned expenditure and 
reallocating from scratch is expected in the MTBPS with expenditure cuts at least agreed 
by the ERRP. 

•   The crux is to lower expenditure to reduce pressure on the need to borrow, and to have a 
lower projected borrowing trajectory, not a higher one. Advice for a higher debt 
stabilisation than 87.4% of GDP disregards the lower investor appetite in five year plus 
debt issuance. 

•   Lower investor appetite is reflected by investors unwilling to purchase SA’s debt at lower 
borrowing costs. Yields rise to compensate for risk, lifting government expenditure by 
raising interest payments, with a vicious cycle as still more is borrowed to meet costs. 

•   The vicious cycle, or debt spiral, is a key concerns of investors who worry that SA is 
increasingly quickly losing its creditworthiness, a factor which is being reflected by the 
increasing speed with which SA is being downgraded towards the C grades. 

•   We expected a downgrade post MTBPS from Moody’s Ba1 (BB+ equivalent) to Ba2 (BB 
equivalent) on 20th November, with Fitch and S&P also likely to downgrade, and the risk 
is by more than one notch if SA raises its debt peak to 100% of GDP. 

•   The rand is also at risk of negative market sentiment from external factors, as US fiscal 
stimulus approval continues to drag, while Brexit and the US elections pose further risk for 
volatility in the period ahead. 

 

  
 

  



 

 

  
 

   

  



 

   

  
 

 


